Dance and Theatre

Three Week Session

THEA 4910     SPECIAL PROBLEMS
001 (6381)    CRE V            Wilson T
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Five Week Session One

THEA 1130     CREATIVE DRAMA
001 (6595)    CRE 1.0          INET       Brinker J
THIS CLASS IS ONLY OPEN TO STUDENTS PURSUING AN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES DEGREE IN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION.
002 (6710)    CRE 1.0          INET       Brinker J
THIS CLASS IS ONLY OPEN TO STUDENTS PURSUING AN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES DEGREE IN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION.
THEA 3040     WLD THTR AFTR 1700
031 (10755)   CRE 3.0          INET       Leeman D
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
888 (10756)   CRE 3.0          INET       Leeman D
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. CONTACT JULIE IKPAH@UNT.EDU FOR ENROLLMENT INTO THIS COURSE.

Five Week Session Two

THEA 4910     SPECIAL PROBLEMS
001 (10547)   CRE V            Garcia Jr L
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Full Summer Session

THEA 4910     SPECIAL PROBLEMS
001 (10550)   CRE 3.0           Garcia Jr L
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.